“BE FREE, FOCUSED and THRIVING”
Create the Blueprint Of Your Destiny Path With IyaVassa
Raising your consciousness to vibrate with higher frequencies…
Creating Freedom from fears, self-doubt & uncertainty…
A clear pathway for success in all endeavors - health, love, legacy, finances & more
With the inspiration to then go out into the universe and create!

“The Way In” is a 3-Day Transformational Experience
Fusing Ancient Wisdom with Modern Techniques in Nature
Prior to Your Visit
We begin with a Face-to-Face Online Discovery & Synchronizing session
Following up with a Coaching Session- To deliver the Strategy Map for your unique
Transformational Experience.

Upon Your Florida Arrival…we will have someone waiting for you at the airport…creating a
stress free entry into the nature filled Life-Advancement Retreat Center.
Once you have entered through the gates of the private preserve…
Nestle into your beautiful freshly designed comfortable home away from home…filled with
calming soothing energy. Take comfort in knowing you will be eating healthy meals
customized to your needs. You will sleep easily as your mind appreciates being far away from
all worldly distractions.
We will begin connecting you with the sacred land…honoring all the Mothers of Nature with
a barefoot walk on the energized earth through the meditation gardens to meet all the
vortexes we will be grounding you in.
A special stop to honor the Mother Tree on the land with a sacred tree ceremony.
Preparing you with a clearing ceremony at the pristine serene lake with Mother Water &
surrounding waterbirds, turtles, otters and more.
Throughout your experience of opening your senses- we will be paying close attention to the
animal totems that reveal themselves and listen for their messages.
Opening a layer with Mother Fire- a powerful Agnihotra fire ceremony to connect the
ancestors of the land with yours and going deep into a place where barriers of time no longer
exist.
Your Body, Mind & Spirit will quiet as your senses open to hearing and seeing so much
more than before and connecting deeply with plant intelligence.

Vassa will open with the Oracle with poignant questions to reveal your
hidden Truths you came into the lifetime coded with.
Be ready to inscribe these revelations in your “Journey Journal”!
Seeing…
~ more of what you want your life to be
~ what your True Purpose is and how to build your legacy
~ what types of relationships will fulfill you
~ what defines you
~ what you are passionate about
~ what inspires you to be motivated
~ your physical body container shape that matches your mindset
~ how to build more wealth…and we won’t stop there

Through customized rituals & ceremonies we will create openings...
For releasing the old stuck energy from your lineage all the way through today’s life
experience. This awakens you to…
Gracefully reveal your Shadow Self - your Guardian Ancestor
Show You the hidden origins and hurdles that have stood in your way
Peel, Clear & Cut Away the layers of blockages
Remove the fog that has been blocking your vision and piercing the illusions
Surrender and free you to Elevate into your Destined Self…your Authentic Innerverse

Additionally, With Vassa’s Decades of Experience she will:
Ground and fine tune your vibration connecting you with sacred energy vortexes to work with
Ignite your chakras and repopulate the energy deep inside that had become depleted
Illuminate and Inspire your Creative process & thoughts and elevate your frequency
Create your Matrix Map - answers the “what”, “when”, “why”, and “how”
Assemble the plan and literally hand you the sacred keys to open the pathways for interfacing
You will have your compass and know where to go for connecting the dots of your future
Connecting you with the magnetic energy to attract and interface with your new reality

Once returning home… your Transformation continues your new energy and vision seep
into your whole-self even more it takes time to reach certain areas)
Connecting with building your Journey Journal
The regular touch-in coaching with Vassa
Your personal evolution will be fusing together into what will be your new-self shape
You will have greater certainty and knowingness with your Matrix Map of Answers (your life’s
blueprint) and be on path for your personal evolution.

You were created from your Ancestors experiences - Learn your Lineage…Learn You.
The “Way In” is A 3-Day Program designed by Iya Vassa and customized to meet you where
you are. A one-on-one dive-deep experience created just for you.
Inside the sacred land with amazing energy vortexes… Vassa creates unique Life-Advancement
Transformations.
Located on the fringes of the Ocala National Forest in Central Florida, US 1-386-214-6489
vassa@destinyportals.com

